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ABSTRACT 
 
The paper describes the different relationship between roles in a complex project organization or anyway 
in an engineering & construction company, starting from the universally known classification in "strong 
matrix" and "weak matrix" for project management roles. The paper then describes with more detail 
several possible relationships between roles, such as coordination, supervision, management and so on.  
This is also effecting quality manuals and standards and, in general, all quality control procedures. 
Then focus shall be shifted on project control roles, analyzing the different possibilities to insert a control 
role in the project organization with relevant pro and against points. Comparison will also be made with 
corresponding relationship in complex military organizations (command, control, coordination, etc.)  
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
A better understanding and definition of the role can help in running organization. The so called “informal 
organizations”, at least in our field of activity, can only create confusion.  
The above can also help professionals to find their role and position in an organization. 
 
Recommendations 
 
Thorough definition of the roles and their relationship 
Inclusion of the above definitions in quality standards and manuals. 
Clear to understand organization charts 
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In complex organizations, the activities can be classified by dividing all jobs into their basic elements or 
elementary tasks, than can be referred to different dimensions of a proper matrix.  

In order to give a proper definition to our work, we will consider:  

1. a functional dimension, that takes into consideration the different know-how and skills required: at 
the first level we shall have departments such as engineering, construction, procurement, 
accounting and bookkeeping and so on; the second level, if we take the engineering department as 
an example, shall be divided into civil, mechanical, electrical and instruments; 

2. a teleological or finalistic dimension, that takes into consideration the objective of each activity: we 
shall have at the first level projects and their sub-projects, if any, at further levels the various 
plants, systems and subsystems that compose  the project;  

3. and finally a topographic dimension,  that takes into consideration the different areas and subareas 
where the organization operates and, for each project, the various divisions and subdivisions of the 
working site. 

Other criteria that are sometimes used are: markets, client, technology, contract;  within a single project, 
phases and sub-phases with different completion date can be taken in consideration. 

We refer to engineering and construction companies where, as in any other business, the distinction 
between direct and indirect functions has to be considered. Direct or line functions are dealing directly with 
the good or service produced, while indirect or staff functions are  those that define the operational 
procedures of the production itself and have functional authority and defined powers of interference on 
the direct lines.  
A major international engineering & construction company shall have somewhere the head offices, where, 
besides the general management, there shall be  all technical functions such as engineering and 
procurement, the indirect functions as well as the supporting functions. The working sites can be 
everywhere in the world, in any country. If we refer to a specific country, we can find there more than one 
working site, a country branch that takes care of all locally defined activities such as relationship with local 
authorities, banks and other organizations, while relationship with the clients should remain under control 
of the project managers and the site managers Actually, we have a complicated network of relationships 
that is normally defined matrix organization: the relation between chief and subordinate is not enough 
anymore.    
This is not new: even in Roman legions the lines of authority where complicated and the simple hierarchical 
line was not considered sufficient, the Romans themselves started to think about the difference between 
“HONOS” and “DIGNITAS”, that in modern wording we could call rank and role and, still we have their “NOTITIA 

DIGNITATUM” that actually is the Empire’s organization chart..  
 in medieval times the distinction between “POTESTAS” and “AUCTORITAS” has been set up, where we found 
some similarities with our distinction between hierarchy and function. The same word hierarchy comes 
from an ancient Greek word (the Greek language has been  a semi-official language in the Roman Empire, 
became the official language in the Eastern Roman empire in year 610 a.Ch.).     
      

For a better understanding of the whole matter, we need some definitions: 

 Order: definition of a task, that has to be executed even in case the subordinate does not agree, 
unless it is illegal or in some other specific cases. The appeal to an higher authority does not 
authorize to suspend the execution of the order itself. Responsibility is of the person who issues 
the order. 

 Instruction: it is in general relevant to a portion or detail of a task, to the start date of task and 
subtask. Cannot be ignored, but an appeal can suspend the execution. 

 Authorization: is the acceptance by a superior authority of the decision of a lower authority, as well 
as of the relevant responsibility.   

 



  
The table summarizes the functional 
areas of a major engineering and 
construction company. The 
traditional structure for construction 
companies is the functional 
structure, that has, at the first level 
(namely at the level that depends 
immediately from the general 
management) the directors or the 
managers responsible for various 
primary functions. 

In a purely functional structure there 
is no room for  the coordination of all 
the activities relevant to the same 
contract or project, that includes not 
only for construction but also for 
procurement and engineering.  

Then the need of a coordinator or 
manager for each project or 
contract. As we shall see in more 
detail, we must distinguish between 
the weak coordination or 
coordination by influence, that does 
not cut the lines of authority and, the 
so called strong or hierarchical 
coordination that temporarily cuts 
the lines of the hierarchical 
authority.  

The Project Management Body of 
Knowledge (PMBOK) identifies a 
weak and a strong matrix structure, 
and thus delineates the role of 
Project Manager or Project 
Coordinator (see PMBOK, ANSI / PMI 
99-001-2004 figure 2-6). 

It should be noted that, in 
engineering and construction 
company, we have developed a 
series of  procedures that allow for a  
good flexibility, while retaining the 
global framework, such as the 
direction by projects, by region, by 
programme or business area (project 
management, programme 
management, business 
management, area management). 
Such systems are now extending 
from the engineering and 
construction companies to other 

types of organization, in which there is the need of a flexible organization or that operates in a variable 
environment. 

AREA FUNCTION DEPT SECTIONS

Chemistry

Petrochemical

Power 

Generation

Civil Concrete Structures, Steel Structures, Heavy Steel Structures, …. 

Mechanical Piping, Machinery, Motors, Ovens, …..

Electrical Power Generation, Cables & Lines, Lighting, Motors, …. 

Instruments 

Automation
Electronics, Pneumatics, ……..

Other 

engineering
Insulation, Painting, Sewage, …..

Sourcing

Purchasing By category

Subcontracts

Expediting By category

Transportation By area 

Central Services

Equipment

Area management

Indirect services

Supports

Workshop

Civil

Mechanical

Electrical

Instruments

Painting & insulation

Precommissioning

Assistance By type of plant or service

Spare parts

Marketing By area or market

Estimating By plant category

Sales By area or market

General 

accounting

Book Keeping

Cost accounting

Banking

International

Organisation Procedures, development, ….

HR planning Selection, formation courses, …..

HR 

management
Contracts, Unions, Wages, Social Contribution and Pension Funds, …..

Planning &

Controls
by project

Health & Safety

Environment

Quality

Patents

Information &

Communication

General 

Secretary

Documents &

files

Translation

General 

services

Programme / Project Management

General promotion

Commercial 

Function

Finance (s trategic)

Working Sites

Commissioning 

& start-up
Start-up teams, by typo of plant or service

Commercial Area

Indirect Functions

Accounting &

Biook-keeping

Treasury

Human 

Resources and

Organisation

Technologies

Servizi

ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION

Technical Area

Design and

Process

Engineering

Procurement

Construction

Assistance &

guarantee

General Management

General 

Management 

Deputized Functions

Supporting and

Consulting Functions

Bus iness  Management - Proposal  Management

Area or Country Management (Branches)

Strategic Planning

Legal  & Contracts

External  relations



 

Hierarchy or full authority  
 
 
Full authority Authority on tasks Authority on procedures Authority on people Responsibilities

Authority on objectives Evaluation of future 

(potential)  skills and 

competences

Power of interfering in case of 

major problems 

Selection (partially)

Power to issue directives

Full authority on tasks, their 

limits and their level.

Cooperation - Monitoring Selection (partially) Full responsibility to the 

second level manager on 

results

Power to issue orders, full 

power of interfering

Unless he has specific 

technical competences, he 

cannot prescribe how to do 

an action

Evaluation of actual skills 

and competences

Authority on what to deputize 

and relevant subordinate 

actions

Disciplinary powers

Assignment of resources De-selection

Controls efficiency and 

effectiveness

Controls efficiency and 

effectiveness

Right to give his opinion Right to give his opinion Full responsibility to the  

manager on results

Right of appeal (not 

suspensive)

Right of appeal against non 

procedurally correct orders

Right not to obey (in strictly 

specified cases)

Right not to obey to illegal 

orders

Responsibility in case of not 

compliance

Second level 

manager

Manager

Subordinate

 
 
 

The first definition is that of  hierarchy or full authority, that is, the relationship that exists between a chief 
and a direct subordinate. 

In some cases, the hierarchical authority can be partial or limited: this condition is not necessarily a bad 
thing, provided that the limits be  defined and, consequently, responsibilities be correspondingly limited to 
the results of the actions that are under actual control. 



 

Functional authority 

 

Functional  

authority

Authority on tasks Authority on procedures Authority on people Responsibilities

Full authority on how to 

execute the tasks

Selection (partially)

Power to issue procedures, 

limited power of interfering

Evaluation of actual skills 

and competences

Controls compliance

Right to give his opinion Responsibility to the 

functional manager for 

procedural matter

Right of appeal 

Right not to comply with 

illegal procedures

Manager

Subordinate

Responsibility in case of not 

compliance

Responsibility to the genral 

management (through 

functional line) or correctness 

of the procedures issued

 
 

In most organization can be identified a kind of  a double authority,  the hierarchical one,  that gives orders 
and the functional authority, whose job is to issue procedures. There can be a  conflict - in the simplest 
case, this will be the conflict between obedience to an order and following a procedure - and it has to be 
clear, in any organization, which one must prevail.  

It depends on the kind of organization, their legal status and scope: in military structures, the order  wins 
on procedure while in public administration procedure win on orders; in private sector there is no legal 
rules, so any company is free to make the proper choice. To be noted that the fact that the order wins on 
procedures does not mean that the order be also supposed to win on law or ethics. 

The meaning  of functional authority, can be simplified saying that the hierarchical superior is the one that 
says to  the employee "what to do," while the functional superior instructs about "how to do it" 



 

Supervision 

 

The role of supervision is introduced when, due  to excessive span of the control or to  distance, the 
communication and then  the direct relationship between chief and subordinate becomes difficult. In this 
case it can be created an intermediate supervisory role, whose purpose is to assist the hierarchy: 
 
Supervision Authority on tasks Authority on procedures Authority on people Responsibilities

Partial authority on tasks, 

wider authority on adjustment 

of the tasks and their limits. 

Full responsibility to 

themanager on supervisionm, 

partial responsibility on 

results

Power to issue instructions, 

limited power of interfering

Partial evaluation of skills 

and competences.

Authority on starting and 

ending  tasks

Advise the manager about 

disciplinary problems

Adjustment of resources 

assigned

Controls efficiency and 

effectiveness

Right to give his opinion Full responsibility to the 

second level manager on 

results

Right of appeal to the manager 

(suspensive)

Responsibility in case of not 

compliance

Supervisor

Subordinate

 
The supervisor is different from an assistant or a secretary, whose relationship is exclusively with the head 
and does not have any authority on the subordinates. 

 

Coordination 

 

We define weak coordination or coordination by influence a variety of situations, that  are all based 
ultimately on the role of the coordinator, a term widely used in organizations and often used 
inappropriately,  without full understanding of its meaning: it is sometimes used to mask an higher role, so 
avoiding to give the proper status to a person which is expected to act as a manager.  

The role of Project Coordinator can be placed in the main function or under the  general management, in 
this case with the interposition of a Project Coordination Manager or inside a PMO. 

The coordinating role only makes sense as there is a common higher authority, although not at the level 
immediately above, that can resolve conflicts. If this higher authority is not available,  the coordinating role 
will fail.  

There are cases, however, at the top of some organizations, where there is no apparent immediate 
superior in common between the coordinator and the people subject to coordination: in most cases, this 
situation is only apparent because, otherwise, the organization would not be able to solve any conflict of 
some importance. In other cases, this role can be identified in a collective body expressed by the 
organization. 

The coordinator  works closely with other people as part of a project, directing the activities, but without 
interrupting the existing hierarchical relationships between people and those their immediate superiors. 
We can therefore list the main characteristics of the coordinator: 



 
Weak 

coordination

Authority on tasks Authority on procedures Authority on people Responsibilities

No authority on tasks, only can 

decide about start and end.

Opinion on skills  and 

competences, if requested 

or in case there is the risk 

of jeopardize the 

Only for his coordinating 

activities

No power of interfering, he 

can act only by influence

Control within the limits given 

by the hierarchy. 

Power to send requests, 

sometimes instructions. No 

power to give orders. 

Informs the management 

about lack of execution

Informs the management 

about lack of compliance

Informs the management 

about disciplinary 

problems

Team member No responsibility to the 

coordinator

Coordinator

 
Although, in theory, the coordinator could operate at the same level of workers subject to his coordination, 
as  a “primus inter pares”,  in practice, its action can be effective only if he is placed at a level somewhat 
higher, although not comparable with the higher level of hierarchical authority. 

The role of coordination is introduced each time, in the functional structure, it is necessary to add an 
integrating role: in our case we have the coordination by projects, typical of engineering and construction, 
but also in other companies we find coordination by products or by product groups, by business areas, etc.. 

In many cases, when the simple coordination is not sufficient, it is necessary to partially and temporarily 
interrupting the natural hierarchical relationship between superior and subordinates assigned to a certain 
project, in order to strengthen the coordination. By this way, it is defined a further relationship that is 
normally called strong or  hierarchical coordination. 

The strong coordination or hierarchical coordination generates a temporary hierarchical structure:  within 
this structure may exist relationships supervision or coordination, and often it is represented in 
organization chart as a really hierarchical structure. 



 

Strong 

coordination

Authority on tasks Authority on procedures Authority on people Responsibilities

Full authority on tasks, their 

limits and their level (limited 

to the project).

Cooperation - Monitoring Selection (partially) Full responsibility to the 

general management on 

results

Power to issue orders, full 

power of interfering (limited 

to the project)

Unless he has specific 

technical competences, he 

cannot prescribe how to do 

an action

Evaluation of performance 

in the project, cooperates 

in evaluating actual skills 

and competences

Authority on what to deputize 

and relevant subordinate 

actions

Limited disciplinary 

powers

Assignment of resources De-selection from project

Controls efficiency and 

effectiveness

Controls efficiency and 

effectiveness

Right to give his opinion Right to give his opinion Full responsibility to the 

second level manager on 

results

Right of appeal (not 

suspensive)

Right of appeal against non 

procedurally correct orders

Right not to obey (in strictly 

specified cases)

Right not to obey to illegal 

orders

Manager

Subordinate

Responsibility in case of not 

compliance

 
 

One can say that, in fact, employees of various functional lines are disconnected from the lines themselves, 
even temporarily, and form a new group under the  coordinator, who actually has a  hierarchical authority 
almost completely, although temporarily. It follows that this role can’t be multiple, but must respect the 
principle of unity of command. 

The coordinator by influence can be precisely defined with the word coordinator, who is virtually 
unchanged in many languages, specifying the purpose of coordination: it will be therefore coordinators of 
product, project, programmes. The terms leader and manager have a different meaning and identifying 
features, such as accountability on the technical and economical results, that a coordinator usually does 
not have. Actually  most of the product managers and project managers are really just the coordinators or 
are in a mixed situation. 

Rarely, the coordinators may be placed directly under the general management, even if their function is an 
extension of the functions of the same general management: this is why, in general, the need for 
coordination does not arise at the first level, where it is usually sufficient the action of the General Manager 
himself, but at the second or third level. The most common solutions are, in structures with a prevalence of 
functional lines, to place the coordinators (project, product, industry, market) within the stronger function 
or to create one or more new pseudo-functions for coordination. 

This pseudo-function can have different names: development of the projects, management of the 
contracts, project coordination, project implementation, project management office. 

A mixed or partial coordination is when the coordinator, usually placed in the strongest function, has 
hierarchical or nearly hierarchical authority within its function, and exerts only a coordinating influence in 
other functional areas. 

In large engineering company and construction coordination can be held at different levels: so we can have  
a Project Manager (Project Manager, Multi-Project Manager) with authority to run on one or more 
projects, assisted, for each project, by an assistant, sometimes improperly called coordinator, which 
actually plays a supervisory role. There can be a complex project structure, with people that supervises the 
technical and administrative functions (Project Engineer, Project Administrator).  



 

Functional coordination - Inspection – Prescriptive roles 

 

Eventually we could define a role of functional coordination, that is the role of a specialist  that coordinates 
some functional activities without any real power but only a general right to give directives. He will not 
have  the power to issue neither orders nor instructions, in case of conflict he can only report the problem 
to upper authorities. 

Very similar to the functional coordination are the roles of inspection, whose aim is not at directing, but at 
monitoring compliance with standards or procedures.  

Other types of relationship between roles have been identified: among these the prescriptive role that has 
been identified by Jaques in the health professions, and particularly in the relationship that exists, in 
hospitals, among the physicians and the structure employed to provide nursing services.  

According to our usual criteria for its definition, we can say that the holder of prescriptive power can 
determines the tasks but not their level of work, has decisive influence on the start of tasks and their steps, 
has full authority over specific aspects and the manner of execution of the task, may issue orders and 
regulations, does not have the power to select or to evaluate people, although it may be consulted and, in 
some cases, can de-select. In summary we can say that has full authority on the task but not on people. 

The example of medical and nursing service helps to clarify the above: the doctor does not choose nursing 
and does not determine the level which they must operate, however, has the power to prescribe, with 
binding orders, how they should treat each patient, and has the right to request the removal of the 
elements incapable. He is therefore responsible for the health of the patient, but not the good functioning 
of the hospital. 

A similar case is the role of the engineer under FIDIC contracts: the engineer  has authority on the project 
but not on people, can give orders about the execution of the project and its implementation, but not 
about the organization and  cannot assess people (without prejudice to the right of removal under many 
contracts). 
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 None Compliance  
to standard 

Phases and 
control 
without 
interfering 

Phases and 
control 
limited 
power of 
interfering 

Define 
how to 
execute 
task 

Define task, 
full power of 
interfering 

None Lateral Inspector Monitoring   Prescriptive 
authority 

Compliance to 
standard 

     

Cooperation    Weak 
Coordination 

   

Cooperation plus 
de-selection 
powers 

   Supervision  Strong 
Coordination 

Full evaluation 
and  disciplinary 
power 

    Functional 
authority 

Full 
authority 

 
 

The fundamental principle of unity of command has to be kept: we have seen how the various figures of 
the Project Coordinator or of  the Project Manager (Project Director) can be identified, respectively, with 
coordination and management roles. In the first case the  unity is preserved, as the coordinator does not 



break the lines of hierarchical authority; in the second case, even if the relationship that we have defined 
strong coordination interrupts the lines of authority, the principle of the unity is still valid, since the Project 
Manager  has full authority over the people assigned to the project, although limited to the duration of the 
project.  

 

Project Control Roles 

 

Planning & Project Controls is clearly defined as an indirect function, that has to be treated as any other 
indirect function and put in staff  to the general management first, and then in staff to project managers 
and site managers at different levels. Useless to say, there is a corresponding function in the Owner’s 
structure and sometimes in the structures of other stake-holders. 

The alternatives are to put the Project Controls function within the administrative area, by dividing controls 
from planning and scheduling that remain under the project manager authority. By this way, however, the 
control function becomes similar to an accounting function, taking care only of cost accounting properlyt so 
said without giving the proper consideration to technical aspects. 

On the other side, the further alternative to put the planning and controls function under the project 
management does not give enough autonomy to the controlling function.  

To be noted that, in continental Europe, project management and project controls are somewhat confused. 

 

Military organization 

 

A similar complex structure of relationship between roles is present in complex military organizations, that 
must allow for a variable geometry of the organization itself to cope with the different situations where the 
military have to operate.  

The  DoD Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms defines command and control functions as well as 
military staff functions. In detail: command and control, operational control, tactical control, etc. 

Commanding Controlling

The creative expression of human will 

necessary to accomplish the mission

those structures and services devised by 

command to ennable it and to manage risks

To create new structures and processes when 

necessary

To monitor structures and processes once 

initiated

Establishing the conditions for initiation and 

termination

To carry-out pre-established procedures

To initiate and terminate control To adjust processes according to pre-

established plans

To modify control structurs when the 

situation demand it

Source: Canadian Mi l i tary Journal , Spring 2002
 

Similar definition are given in the NATO organization, where the complexity is even higher due to the fact 
that military people of different nationality are to act under the same structural framework. The definitions 
given by the NATO are the following: operational command, operational control, tactical command, tactical 
control, coordinating authority, integrated directing and control authority (see the “NATO Glossary of 
Terms and Definitions”). 
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